
Miami, FL, DECEMBER 2005  
   
     Dear Friends and Family: 
 

Another year has passed and so fast!   It seems amazing.  We are older, yet wiser, 
or so I hope to be.  We want to update you on what the Souss family has been up to.   
 
Our family travels took us to Puerto Rico 3 times this year.  We have come to 
realize that as time goes by, we need to spend more time with our parents and we 
have enjoyed all the trips down there.  They have been low key trips in order to 
spend more quality time with our families.   
 
The boys are doing great.  Johann is very happy back at Gainesville.  I can’t believe 
he is 20 this year. He went to Summer school and did wonderful.  This year he is 
living off campus with two friends, Jamie and Mary Beth.  Our drive to Gainesville 
in August to take him was quite an adventure.  We rented a pick-up truck so that we 
could take his bed, desk, chair, rug, etc. and off we headed for what should have 
been a 6 hour drive and ended up taking 10 hours!!!  On the way up there, about 100 
miles away from Gainesville, we had a flat tire right on Interstate 75.  Can you 
imagine?  We had no idea how to change the tire in the truck plus we figured we 
had to take everything off the truck to change it.  Pedro managed to walk down an 
exit and get some help.  It was scary as we were on the side of the Interstate 
where people were just flying by.  Well, we finally had the tire changed and 60 
miles away from Gainesville it starts POURING, I mean POURING RAIN!!!   Even 
though we had everything covered, the way it was raining there was no way things 
were going to keep dry.  We ended staying under a 
bridge for 2 hours (Pedro and Johann took naps!!) 
until the rain stopped a little.  We finally made it to 
Gainesville and there were Johann’s roommates 
waiting for us to help us unload the truck.  That 
night we took the whole crowd out to dinner.  It was 
fun.  I remember when I was in college and how we 
loved for our friend’s parents to come to town so 
that they could take us out to dinner and have a decent meal!!!!  A break from the 
cafeteria!!  They have an adorable little stone house that was divided into two 
apartments and they have the 3 bedroom apartment.   
Mary Beth sleeps in the loft and Jamie and Johann each have a bedroom.  It is 
walking distance from campus and it also has a patio decorated with Christmas 
lights all year round which is their fun hangout.  Johann took from home one of the 
rugs from Turkmenistan as well as his “vejigante” and a painting he bought in Puerto 
Rico.  He is doing great in school and is very enthusiastic about his Biochemistry 
major.  He is thinking now of doing a double major with Wildlife Conservation, you 



know he is very nature oriented so this is definitely an area he will love.  He is also 
taking French and Calculus, plus his chemistry lab.   
 
Sahid is doing great .  He is 10 and growing incredibly fast.  He is in fifth grade and 
involved in many things at school.  This year he is part of the safety patrol team 
and is so proud of that.  He is also again in 
the drama department.  In the Spring the school 
did the play “Annie” and Sahid had the part 
of the dogcatcher!!!  He was great, had only a 
few lines, but he was definitely our star!!!  He 
was also selected for an Academic Excellence 
Program at school.  Only 3 students from 
every grade are selected so we are very 
proud of him.  They meet on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons.  He is still involved 
in scouts and soccer.  His social life is amazing, so pretty much we have taxi driver 
duty all the time.  He had a wonderful Summer.  We did again the Cub Scout Camp 
and I was again a counselor.  This year we had around 125 boys ranging in ages from 
6-11.  I was in charge of teaching them songs and skits so that we could present 
them at the end of the week.  It turned out great.  We had some really talented 
boys.  He also went to swimming camp for a week so that he could refresh his skills 
prior to going to the sailing camp.  Sailing camp was 2 weeks and he just loved it.  
Johann had done this camp years ago and he also loved it.   
 
We had  a number of visitors this year, some of whom we hadn’t seen in a while.  
Carlos Michael, Johann’s best friend from our day’s in Nicaragua unexpectedly 
stopped on his way to Managua and stayed with us one night.  It was fun 
remembering our days in Nicaragua when they were younger.  His dad Chale came on 
a business trip to Miami and we met for dinner.  This time we really got homesick 
for Nicaragua, the great time we had there and the wonderful friends we made and 
we still have.   
 
Our friends from Venezuela, María Elena, Ambrosio and their girls, that we met 
while living in Bulgaria, also came to visit.  It was fun having the whole crowd here 
and we managed to see them again in Melbourne were we all stayed with Regina & 
David, other friends we met in Bulgaria.  What a fun and great week-end 
reminiscing about our days in Sofia.  The only thing missing was the great Bulgarian 
wine along with the Shopska salad.  Even though there was great Bulgarian Rakia to 

drink, we decided on Australian wine, much 
smoother.   
 
 
 



On our way to Melbourne we went to visit again the Kennedy Space Center as Pedro 
had never seen it.  I can’t get over the fact of what a wonderful place this is and 
how fortunate we are to have it here.  We 
took this time the historical tour and was amazed 
to see where all the space ships left from.  It 
gave me goosegumps to reminisce about man’s 
first walk on the moon as I remember vividly my 
mom walking me up that night, and of course, me 
complaining that I wanted to sleep, and her telling 
us, “This is important, it is history in the making 
and you are watching it”, and there was Neil Armstrong saying: “That's one small 
step for man . . . one giant leap for mankind."  We also saw the Apollo Launch Pad 
34, the site of the tragic Apollo 1 fire.  Unbelievably impressive! 
 
During Easter we visited Puerto Rico with our neighbor 

Dianne and her two children, 
Kristen and Justin came with 
us.  They had never visited 
Puerto Rico.  This trip was a 
great tourist trip which was 
fun because we went to the 
Island of Vieques.  I had 
never been there and just loved it.  Pedro’s mom is 

from there so Pedro was very familiar with the Island and was our tour guide.   It 
was great visiting also other sights in PR which we hadn’t visited in a while: El 
Yunque (the rainforest), Luquillo beach and the kioskitos, Arecibo, Mayaguez, Ponce.  
And of course La Bombonera!!  Never leave Old San Juan without stopping there 
and having a toasted mayorca with butter and the best coffee in the world.  It was 
a great adventure for the Hosang’s as well as for us!!   
 
We fell in love with Vieques and vowed to return, which we did in August.  This time 
we had promised Pedro’s mom to take her back (she hadn’t been back in about 10 

years).  While there she was our tour guide and 
history expert.  Like Sahid said, it was a real 
family vacation.  Johann came with us, as well as 
our sister in law and Pedro’s nephew.  What a crowd 
we were!!! It was 7 of us just enjoying the sights 
and having a blast.  We visited again the Bahía 
Fosforecente, and 
this time there was 

no moon so the water was spectacular.  We also took 
Doña Luz to the museum at the fort as we had made 



plans to meet the Director who wanted to interview and film her.  This gentleman is 
putting together a museum with all the history of Vieques and what a better 
candidate to interview than Doña Luz.  It was a beautiful experience for the 
grandchildren to see their grandmother talk about life way back when and to see 
how she remembered the names of her Kindergarten teacher as well as her 
classmates as well as all her teachers throughout her school years and many other 
classmates!!! Mind you she is 83 years old.  It was a beautiful experience. 
 
Pedro has traveled little this year, Bosnia and Serbia, but he traveled to two 
amazing places for business, Jordan and Bahrain.  While in Jordan he managed to 
visit Petra and also Mt. Nebo.  He hired a driver that took him on the King’s 
Highway.  King’s Highway is an ancient route where traders, armies and pilgrims 
have passed for more than 3,000 years!!!  Their first stop was Mt. Nebo, site of the 
death of Moses.  From the top of this mountain he could see the Dead Sea which is 
the lowest place on the earth’s surface below sea level.  They followed the highway 

to the marvelous town of Petra. Like somebody said, “There are 
only a few places in the world where the hand of God and the mind 
of man have joined forces to dazzle the 
human imagination, and Petra is one of them”. 
Pedro was fascinated.  If he has to go back, 
definitely count me in!!!   
 
 

Bahrain was also different for him, he was amazed at the amount of wealth there 
is, and no, he did not see Michael Jackson there. 
 
I keep working at the NRC on Tuesday and Thursday’s and I’m still a substitute 
teacher on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.  This year I submitted my papers to get 
qualified to become a teacher.  If all goes as planned, I will start taking courses in 
the Spring.  Because I already have a Master’s degree, I only need to take 14 credit 
hours in order to become a Middle/High School Teacher.  I would like to teach 
History/Social Sciences.  I have really enjoyed teaching in the last years and this is 
something I might want to do down the road.  Pedro and I also got certified in CPR 
and First Aid for Adults, Children and Infants.  We figured that being involved with 
the Cub Scouts and children, this would always come in handy.  It was a very 
interesting course. 
 
And then the hurricanes:  Katherine, Rita and Wilma.  Why did they all have 
women’s names??!?!?!?!?!?   What a busy season and we are already in the Greek 
alphabet!!!  What a way to learn the Greek alphabet!  I will only say that what we 
went through were inconveniences compared to what the states in the Gulf Coast 
and the Yucatán Peninsula had to go through.  Katherine, category 1, brought 



extreme amounts of water.  It was 
unbelievable.  Our street flooded during the 
storm (we managed to open our door just a 
little) in such a way that probably to get to my 
neighbors house we could have used a little 
boat!!!  Thank God it stopped raining at the 
time it did, otherwise we would had had a 
major water problem in our house as it was 
about to come in!!!  We lost power for about a day and a half.  And thank God that 
several weeks before Pedro had decided to buy two generators as well as a small AC 
for our bedroom!!!  It has been the best investment we have done.  There was a lot 
of tree debris we had to clean but all our trees made it.  For Rita we didn’t loose 
much.  Now for Wilma, oh my GOD!!!  Wilma was a category 3.  If it rained, the wind 
was blowing so hard that the rain was going in all kinds of direction.  We must have 
had gusts of almost 100 miles per hour!!!!!!  At times even more.  We left one of the 
hurricane shutters open some so that we could see outside and it was impressive to  
see how our trees bended during the storm.    We did fine, thank God!  Minor 
damage. We lost some tiles from the roof, the fence on one side of the house fell. 
I lost also a beautiful huge tree we had planted in front of the house, the 
flamboyán.  The landscaper is there today trying to see if he can save it and it has 
new leaves!!!!  There was a lot of tree damage and that is blocking many of the 
streets.  We had no electricity for 2 days, but can’t complain, it has been a week 
and a half and others still don’t have it!  Going back to the supermarket was like 
shopping in a third world country.  You couldn’t find any dairy or other non-
perishable products, quite a sight.  A week later we were able to find butter, 
cheese and other frozen goods.  We really are too spoiled!!    
  
We did again our Halloween party.  This year we had 17 children plus their parents.  
We had so much fun, like we do every year.  We pigged out on pizza, cupcakes and 
cookies and most of all, the children enjoyed it, especially after being out of school 
for a week due to Hurricane Wilma, they needed to get out!!! 

 
  Pedro,Frankie,Mili,Mercedes,   Brandee,Sahid & Chelsea 
  Isabel & Frank 



María, Phillippe and their children came to visit us during Thanksgiving.  We met 
them in Kazakhstan and now they are in 
Texas.  We had not seen them in 6 years!!!  
It was a great Thanksgiving and having 
them here was very special.  We went to 
the Everglades-Shark Valley and did a tour 
on boat also.  We are very lucky to have 
such a marvelous piece of nature so close 

to us.  Johann also came down and we truly enjoyed spending time 
with him.  We can’t wait now to see him again at Christmas. 

 
 
This is the November birthday crowd 
during Thanksgiving: Pedro, Johann, 
Maria and Adela, our Bulgarian friend 
and former teacher of Johann at the 
American College in Sofia. 
 
 

 
 
 
We hope this year has been a good one for you and that 2006 is 
even a better one.  We wish you all nothing but the best, but most 
of all, peace and good health.  Happy Holidays to all of you from 
Sahid the Santa!!!!  Here he is at the school holiday play with the 
principal, Mr. Pierre-Louis and Mrs. Santa. 
 
 
 
 
 
Remember, if you are ever south of the border, give us a call here in Miami!!! 
 
Love, Pedro, Mili, Johann & Sahid 
 
  


